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Amendments to the Law on Free Access to Information prescribe that access to data may be restricted in
order to protect trade secrets. However, the concept of trade secret is not prescribed by law at all, which
is not in accordance with international standards and leaves room for numerous abuses.

Practice shows that many institutions and state companies severely abuse the new legal provision in
order to hide data of public interest, which considerably prevents the media and NGO sector from
controlling the work of state authorities, revealing corruption and violations of the law.

Many information relating to spending of public resources, including government deposits, balances of
some local self-governments, public procurement and financing of election campaigns, were declared
secret. The budgets of some state-owned companies, shareholder data, disposal of valuable state assets,
salaries of officials who run those companies, and even statistics on lending to private companies,
including a company associated with a senior public official, were declared secret.

Institutions declare as trade secrets the documents on control of implementation of the law that contain
information important for detecting corruption and non-compliance with regulations, although the law
requires that in such cases there is a prevailing public interest in disclosing data. Thus, all official reports
and data about inspection control of the construction of the highway in the part affecting the Tara River,
as well as a decade-old information about the control of banks, were declared trade secrets.

Reasoning for hiding data is usually incomprehensible or meaningless, thus, for example, public finance
data are protected so as not to violate intellectual property rights, and informations about the business of
monopoly companies are secret in order not to hurt the competition.

In many cases, institutions describe "apocalyptic" scenarios in case of disclosing of data. For example,
disclosure of the budget of a state-owned company could negatively affect the entire electroenergetic
system and investments in the stock market, while disclosing of data on the control of one bank that are
more than a decade old could affect economic system of the entire state. Some institutions state that they
declare data trade secrets in order to protect their own reputation, which is more important than the
public's right to know in what way state resources are spent.

Institutions usually claim that there is no public interest in the information being disclosed, even when it
is obvious that these data are of utmost importance for the detection of corruption. No reporting entity
ever conducted a public interest test that showed that data declared trade secret should be disclosed
because the public interest is prevailing.

In some cases, the institutions formally allow access to information, but delete key information from
their documents, stating that they are trade secrets. Specific examples show that in this way important
data are hidden from the public without properly conducted harm and public interest test.

Issues in the implementation of the law further aggravate the practice of the Agency for Free Access to
Information that continuously violates the legal deadline for deciding on appeals. However, the Agency
not only does not act in a timely manner, but also acts selectively, because in some cases they decide after
a few months, while in others only after several years.

The Agency instructs the reporting entities to apply the new provision and allows them to declare
information as trade secrets, regardless of the public interest that they be disclosed. In case of referring
to this provision, the Agency does not determine whether the information was declared secret under the
law, whether and how the harm test was conducted, and whether the public interest or damage that may
be caused by disclosing of information is of greater importance.

A particularly significant issue in practice of the Agency is that it allows the retroactive application of the
new legal provision, in proceedings initiated before the amendments to the Law. The courts did not give a
ruling on the retroactive application of the new legal provision, but they are accepting it by implication.

Two years after the amendments to the Law, case law relating to the application of the new provision is
still limited, due to very long deadlines in which the Agency and the Administrative Court act. The
practice so far is not favourable, since the courts consider that institutions do not have to carry out a
harm test when declaring information trade secret under a special law. This means that the issue of the
right to access information is regulated by other laws that, according to the courts, have a greater legal
force than the Law on Free Access to Information. 
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1. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

The amendments to the Law on Free Access to Information  [1] prescribe that institutions may restrict
free access to data in order to protect trade secrets. The term trade secret is not defined and because of
this institutions and state-owned companies arbitrarily prescribe conditions under which they may
restrict access to data. The duration of restriction is not prescribed either and as a result various data of
public interest may forever remain hidden from the pubic under the shield of trade secret.

Some new restrictions to access to information are prescribed by Article 14, paragraph  1, item 6 of the
Law [2]:

1 For more information see „Law on Free Acess to Information amended Far Away From Public Scrutiny“ and „ State Secrets as a Cover-up for
Corruption”, June 2017 www.mans.co.me/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/AnalizaSPIjun2017MNE.pdf;
2 "Official Gazette of Montenegro" No. 30 from 09.05.2017;
3 Article 14, paragraph 1, item 5 of the Law on Free Access to Information.

Law on Free Access to Information does not provide a definition of trade secret but instead
makes reference to particular laws which differently regulate types of information that are
considered trade secret. However, given that legislation prescribed that some other, particular
law defines which information is to be considered trade secret, institutions and state-owned
companies do restrict access to information solely based on their internal acts where they
defined the term trade secret.

Also, the difference between trade and official secret is not defined by the Law, and as a result
institutions take advantage of this fact to restrict access to all information that were given any
status of secret based on any piece of legislation. Such a loophole in the Law enables public
authorities to restrict access to information by treating them as trade secret even if it
contravenes the provision they cited in acting upon it.

Finally, there is no time limit assigned to restriction of free access to information that is declared
a trade secret, unlike the fact that restrictions prescribed in Article 15 of the Law are assigned
duration. This leaves limitless possibility to public authorities to misuse the indefinite
protection of trade secret.
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„A public authority may restrict access to information or part of information if it is in the
interest of the following….
               6) if the information is either trade or tax secret in accordance with the Law“.

This provision was added despite the fact that item 5 of this Article already contained a provision on
trade secret which prescribes the restriction in order to “protect trade and other commercial interests
from disclosure of data relating to protection of competition as well as a trade secret related to
intellectual property right. [3]

The Law also defines the obligation of institutions to always conduct the harm test, and so Article 16
paragraph 1 of the Law prescribes the following:

„Access to information shall be restricted if disclosure of information would significantly
jeopardize interests referred to in Article 14 herein, or if there is a possibility that disclosure of
information would cause harm to interest that is greater than the interest of the public to know
that information, unless there is a prevailing public interest prescribed by the Article 17 of this
Law”.

Article 17 prescribes the situations when there is a prevailing public interest to disclose information:

„Prevailing public interest for disclosure of information, or a part of it, exists when the
requested information contains data that evidently refer to the following:

1) corruption, non-observance of regulations, unauthorised use of public funds, or abuse
of authority in exercising public function;
2) reasonable suspicion that a criminal offence has been committed or existence of
reasons to challenge a court decision;
3) illegal receiving or spending of funds originating from public revenues;
4) threats to public security;
5) threats to life;
6) threats to public health;
7) threats to the environment;

Public authority shall enable the access to information or part of information referred to in Article 14
herein in cases when there is a prevailing public interest for its disclosure.”



International practice shows that trade secrets are there to protect interests of legal entities, and not that
of the authorities. The European Union has clear standards in defining the term trade secret, whilst it is
not defined in Montenegrin legislation. Also, the harm and public interest tests that are prescribed by the
Law are not in compliance with international standards and thus do not contribute to decreasement of
abuses related to classifying an information as trade secrets.  

In its Directive (EU) 2016/943 of the European Parliament and of the Council from 8 June 2016, the
European Union defines the protection of undisclosed knowledge and experience and trade information
(trade secret) from unlawful acquisition, use and disclosure, where those information have to meet the
following conditions:

1) that they are not generally known and easily accessible;
2) that they have commercial value;
3) that reasonable steps were taken to keep it secret.

Comparative law and practice is clear beyond any doubt that public authorities work in public interest
and as such do not have trade interest to protect. [4] Contrary to that, institutions – besides the fact that
they treat a lot of information with prevailing public interest as a trade secret – they also give preference
to trade interest over public interest.

The fact that authorities may not have trade interest means that there is no legitimate interest on the
grounds of which public could be deprived of knowing how authorities dispose of pubic resources. Given
that authorities are only to serve public interest, it is particularly concerning, given the international
standards, that authorities hide information for the sake of someone’s trade interest, for example of a
company they cooperate with.

According to the OECD Guidelines  [5], state-owned companies are obligated to keep high standards of
transparency, particularly as regards to their financial operations, as well as other information pertaining
to the fields of particular public interest, such as state aid, public-private partnership, employment
records etc. Also, the fact that the Law on Free Access to Information recognizes them as reporting
entities, i.e. that they are considered public authorities, and as such they are obligated to provide free
access to information [6] , that indicates that when it comes to transparency ,they have the same status as
public authorities.

Thus, trade secret of state-owned company has to be limited with the interest of the public to be
informed about the information that are of prevailing public interest like, for example, financial
information.

Harm test and public interest test are important instruments that should help remove dilemma
pertaining to trade secret and they are prescribed by the Law on Free Access to Information. However,
neither harm test nor the public interest test, prescribed in Article 16 and 17 are in compliance with
internatonal standards. [7]

The harm test thereof is not regulated in compliance with international standards from several different
aspects and thus makes room for broad interpretation. For example, harm test does not prescribe that
request for information may be declined if the harm to a certain interest is foreseeable and probable, and
not only hypothetical. [8]

Also, the list of cases that are subject to public interest test where public interest to disclose information
has to prevail is much shorter than the one that is established through the case law of the European Court
for Human Rights. [9]

2. International standards

4 Access Info Europe (2018) Analysis of the Law on Free Access to Information in Montenegro, link: http://www.mans.co.me/analiza-zakona-o-
slobodnom-pristupu-informacijama-2018/
5 OECD Guidelines on Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises, https://www.oecd.org/corporate/guidelines-corporate-governance-
soes.htm
6 Article 9, paragraph 1 item 1 of the Law on Free Access to Information prescribes that public authority is public authority shall mean a state
authority (legislative, executive, judicial, administrative), local self-government authority, local administration authority, institution, company and
any other legal person founded or co-founded by the state or in majority ownership of the state or local self-government, legal person mainly
financed from public resources, as well as well as a natural person, entrepreneur or legal person having public responsibilities or managing public
funds;
7 Ibid
8 Ibid
9 Ibid
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3. Practice in Montenegro

A number of case studies provided in this chapter show that institutions abuse a new provision of
the law to hide data regarding the spending of public resources, and as a result, the documents of
public importance are declared as trade secrets.

Data on state deposits and account balances of some local self-governments are hidden from the
eyes of the public, stating that their disclosure would undermine the reputation of institutions and
violate intellectual property rights.

Institutions declare consulting contracts secret, claiming that they hide this data in order to
protect their own reputation.

Even data on multi-million public procurement related to environmental protection are secret, with
explanation that only those who participate in the tender can obtain documentation.

During the political crisis related to illegal donations to political parties, data on financing of
election campaigns were declared secret, although a part of this information is already publicly
available.

10 Article 84, paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Law on Central Bank of Montenegro (“Official Gazette of Montenegro, no. 40/2010, 46/2010 –
amendment 6/2013 – decision US and 70/2017):
A member of the Council and employees of the Central Bank shall keep confidential the information and data which are considered secret in
accordance with the law or another act. The confidentiality obligation under paragraph 1 above shall last after the termination of function
and/or employment in the Central Bank.
11 Directive 2006/48, Section 2: Exchange of Information and professional secret (Articles 44 to 52)
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3.1. Secret public finances

Case Study 1: Deposits of the Government and other budget users
The Central Bank of Montenegro (CBCG) rejected MANS' request to publish data on deposits of
the Government and other budget users with Montenegrin banks. According to this institution,
data on government deposits are confidential and are kept as a banking i.e. trade secret.

In their decision, the Central Bank referred to a
number of provisions of the Banking Law, the
Law on Central Bank of Montenegro, the
Directive 2006/48, the Constitution of
Montenegro, the Rules of Confidential
Information of this body, the Law on Classified
Information, as well as the provision of Article
14, Paragraph 1, Item 6 of the Law on Free
Access to Information.

Article 84 of the Banking Law prescribes that
information about individual deposit accounts
and transactions in individual accounts of legal
entities and natural persons opened in a bank
shall be considered banking i.e. trade secret.

However, the requested information were about
the amount of Government deposits, i.e. the use
of public funds by state institutions, which
certainly cannot be hidden from taxpayers.

Article 84, Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Law on the
Central Bank of Montenegro only prescribe that
employees are obligated to protect confidential
information and data that are considered secret,
but it is not prescribed which data may be
declared trade secret. [10] Thus, the
aforementioned legal provision does not
prescribe that the requested information is
actually a trade secret, so it cannot represent a
legal basis for restricting access to information
Directive 2006/48 also only prescribes the obligation to keep a professional secret, but not which
information must be considered confidential. [11] Hence, the Directive also does not prescribe that the
requested information represents a trade secret, but only the obligation to keep data that employees
receive during work.

Excerpt from the Central Bank's Decision declaring information on
government deposits state secret



MANS filed an appeal against such decision
which the Central Bank dismissed, instead
of forwarding it to the competent authority,
i.e. the Agency for Personal Data Protection
and Free Access to Information, as
prescribed by the law. Moreover, we were
unfoundedly instructed to file a lawsuit
against their decision. According to the law,
MANS then forwarded the appeal by
sending the motion for urgency deciding to
the second instance body. However, such
unlawful conduct of CBCG has further
extended the process of access to
information.

3. Practice in Montenegro

However, even these Rules do not prescribe that the data on government deposits are secret. Namely, the
Rules define that classified information is the one whose disclosing to an unauthorized person could
cause damage to achieving the objectives and performing of the functions of the Central Bank, or the
reputation of the CBCG may be impaired, as well as data that are in accordance with the law and/or other
regulations established as secret. [12] There is no doubt that disclosing data about government deposits
could not jeopardize the objectives, functions or reputation of the Central Bank, and it has already been
stated that no law prescribes that this information can be classified as trade secret.

12 Article 2, paragraph 1 of the Rules of Confidential Information of the Central Bank of Montenegro: "The following shall be considered secret:
- data, information and documents whose disclosing by an unauthorized person could cause damage to achieving the objectives and performing
of the functions of the Central Bank (hereinafter: the Central Bank), or the reputation of the CBCG may be impaired, contained in the List of
classified documents, which is given in the annex of these Rules and forms an integral part thereof;
- data, information and documents that are in accordance with the law and/or other regulations established as classified“.
13 Article 13, paragraph 1, item 1 of the Law on Budget and Fiscal Responsibility stipulates: The Ministry of Finance may invest idle funds of the
Treasury Consolidated Account, in accordance with the Guidelines of the Debt Management Strategy, in:
1) deposits with the Central Bank or with another bank with low credit risk in euro or in another currency“.
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In addition to the ungrounded referring to the
aforementioned regulations, the Central Bank
stated that they had conducted a harm test,
which established that there was no prevailing
public interest in the information being
published, i.e. that there were numerous
reasons to keep these data as trade secret.

Thereby, CBCG does not state any of these
numerous reasons, or in any way explain why
the public has no right to know under what
conditions, in what amount and in which banks
the funds of Montenegrin taxpayers are kept.

Moreover, the requested data may indicate
corruption, disregard of regulations [13], illegal
use of public funds or abuse of power in the
exercise of public office, as well as illegal
spending of public revenues, which confirms
the importance of the public's interest in
knowing these data.

The Secretariat noted that disclosing of such information would constitute a breach of trade secrets in
the sense of Article 3 of the Law on protection of unpublished data, which prescribes that financial and
trade data are also considered unpublished data.

Like the Central Bank in the previous example, the Secretariat of the Capital City also referred to the
Banking Law, which prescribes that the data on the individual deposit accounts and transactions in
individual accounts of legal persons and natural persons are considered banking i.e. trade secret.

Excerpt from the decision of the Central Bank – harm and public
interest test that the data on state deposits are secret

Case study 2: Accounts Balance of the Capital City
At the end of 2017, the Secretariat for finance of the Capital City of Podgorica declared a trade
secret information on balance of all accounts of the Capital City of Podgorica, referring, inter
alia, to a regulation protecting intellectual property.



In addition, this authority also referred to Item 6 of the same provision which prescribes that the public
authority may restrict access to information or a part of it, if it is a trade or a tax secret in accordance
with the law. In this case, however, the subject is a state institution and information regarding budget
funds, which, according to all international standards in democratic societies, must be presented to the
public without any restrictions.

No harm test conducted

Trade secret, as an argument for hiding information of public importance, was not proved in accordance
with the Law in this case, i.e. no harm test was conducted.

Namely, in this case, the Capital City did not conduct the harm test, even thou it was obligated to do in
accordance with the provision of Article 16 of the Law on Free Access to Information, before the
information was declared secret.

Annulled after eight months

On May 25. 2018, MANS submitted an appeal to the Agency for Personal Data Protection and Free
Access to Information. However, the Agency did not reach a decision within the legal deadline, so we
submitted an urgent appeal on August 26. There was no decision after the urgent appeal, after which on
October 17 we filed a lawsuit with the Administrative Court.

3. Practice in Montenegro

Data on finances of a state institution cannot be
intellectual property

The Law on the Protection of Unpublished Data
regulates the protection of unpublished data
which represent trade secret, as a special
intellectual property right. [14]

According to the same law, unpublished data are
considered "financial, trade, scientific, technical,
economic or engineering data and which include
the whole process, procedure, formula,
improvement, form, plan, project, prototype,
code, compilation, programme, method,
technique or any phase, as well as a list of names,
addresses and telephone numbers in physical or
non-material form, collected or preserved
physically, electronically, graphically,
photographically or in writing". [15]

In the provision of Article 14, Item 5 of the Law
on FAI to which the Capital City referred, it is
stated that the public authority may restrict
access to information or a part of It, if it is in the
interest of protection of private and commercial
interest from disclosure of data relating
to protection of competition and trade secret in
relation to intellectual property right.

However, in accordance with Montenegrin
legislation, the requested information cannot be
connected in any way with the intellectual
property right. Also, disclosing of the financial
information of the Capital City Podgorica can in
no way endanger competition because it is not a
legal entity doing business on the market.

14 Article 1 of the Law on Protection of Unpublished Data
15 Article 3 of the Law on Protection of Unpublished Data
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Excerpt from the decision of the Secretariat, in which the data on
the account balance of the Capital City were declared trade secret

Although the legal deadline for reaching a decision on the appeal is 15 days, the Agency in this
case decided after more than eight months, i.e. on 15 February 2019



MANS filed a new appeal in early March this
year, and two months later the Agency has
not reached a decision.

3. Practice in Montenegro

Deciding in the re-trial, the Capital City delivers
a decision in which they decide in the same way,
adding that it conducted a harm test which
determined that the information could be
misused and that its disclosing would violate the
trade secret.

At the same time, the Capital City is not
explaining what are the conclusions of the
conducted harm test, and it remains unclear
how the requested information could be
misused and why it was declared trade secret.
Moreover, the public interest in publishing the
data was not taken into consideration and it is
not mentioned in the decision of the Capital
City.
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Excerpt from the second decision of the Secretariat – harm test of
disclosing data on the accounts balance of the Capital City

The Insurance Supervision Agency declared secret consulting contracts by referring solely to
the provision of its own Rulebook on Trade Secret, claiming that it hides these data in order to
protect its own reputation.

Case Study 3: Consulting contracts

In the decision of the Agency, there is no
reasoning on what was the basis to declare the
requested information trade secret, and it is
obvious that the legally prescribed harm test
was not conducted.

The requested information refers to spending of
the financial resources of the state agency, i.e.
public funds, so there is no reason to keep them
hidden from the public.

On September 13, MANS filed an appeal against
such decision, and the Agency for FAI annulled
the decision of the Insurance Supervision
Agency and returned the case for re-trial.

Excerpt from the decision of the Insurance Supervision Agency stating
that the information is marked with a degree of secrecy

Therefore, the Agency did not refer to any legal provision, by which the requested information could be
declared trade secret, but to its own act.

The Agency adopted the appeal, annulled the decision of the Capital City and returned the case to a re-
trial. However, the Agency did not essentially deal with the numerous illegalities of the decision, which is
why it did not find it problematic that the harm test had not been conducted, it did not take into
consideration the statments in the appeal which indicated to it, instead, it only instructed the Secretariat
to apply a new legal provision when declaring the information secret.



MANS again filed an appeal against such decision in mid-January this year, but nearly four
months later the Agency for FAI has not made a decision, although the legal deadline is 15 days.

3. Practice in Montenegro

The Agency for FAI confirmed that a bylaw cannot be a basis for restricting free access to information,
and that without the conducted harm test, it cannot be explained which harmful consequences would
occur to the first instance body in case of disclosure of information.

However, in its decision, the Agency for FAI "instructed" the institution how to legally hide the data,
referring to the amended provision of the Article 14.

In the new decision, the Insurance Supervision Agency did exactly that - it declared the requested
information a trade secret, referring to Article 14 of the Law on FAI, stating that according to the
Rulebook of the Agency these data were designated with the degree of secrecy "internal".

Although it did not provide evidence that they conducted harm test, the Agency stated that it had fulfilled
this legal obligation and concluded that its interest to hide data was more important than the public's
interest in knowing how public funds were spent. Namely, in the latest decision, the Agency states:

“Since this is information related to direct and indirect control procedures that are carried out by the
Insurance Supervision Agency in accordance with the provisions of the Insurance Law, taking into
account the position and reputation of the Agency and the reputation of the subjects of supervision, it is
estimated that the interest of the Agency is greater than the interest of the public to know the
information requested“.
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Excerpt from the new decision of the Agency for Nature and
Environment Protection, stating that the tender documentation

must be purchased

Case Study 4: Tender documentation

16 Article 14, Paragraph 1, item 5 of the Law on Free Access to Information
17 The appeal is filed on 15/06/2017, the decision of the Agency was adopted on December 21, 2018
18 In May 2018, the government selected the contractor, and work began in early October that year, while the Agency restricted access to
information in December that year.

The Agency for Nature and Environment Protection declared complete tender documentation
of about € 20 million trade secret, claiming to comply with the rules of the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development.

The agency refused to deliver the requested
information stating that they are protecting trade
and other economic interests from disclosure of
data relating to protection of competition and
trade secret in relation to intellectual property
right.  [16] It stated that it could not publish the
requested information due to the rules of the
international bank which gave a loan for the job,
which rules are related to the purchase of tender
documents.

The Agency's decision was annulled on our
appeal after more than a year. [17]

As in the previous case, the Agency for FAI
instructed the Agency for Nature and
Environment Protection to refer to a new clause
on trade secret in a repeated procedure, while
also pointing out to non-conducting the harm
test.

The new decision also restricts access to
information because it is a trade secret. The
Agency for Nature and Environment Protection
stated that the tender was conducted in
cooperation with the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, whose rules
include the purchase of tender documentation.

At the same time, the Agency does not mention
that the tender was terminated, and that the
bidder was selected, i.e. that there was no
possibility of subsequent purchase of the tender
documentation. [18]



An appeal against the new decision of the Agency was submitted in mid-January 2019, but
almost five months later, no decision has been reached.

Also, the Agency did not apply a legal norm that allows it to delete data that represent a secret [19], and
publish parts of the tender documentation related to the offered prices, which cannot be trade secret.

The Agency states that it conducted a harm test in case of the disclosure of information, although it does
not provide evidence to support that claim, and states that the disclosure of the information would
significantly jeopardize the interests referred to in Article 14 of the Law on Free Access to Information,
while also stating that no prevailing public interest exists. In its decision, in no way does the Agency
explain which interests would be endangered and in which way, nor does it take into consideration the
importance of the public interest in disclosing of data.

Retroactive application of the new legal provision

The provision of Article 14, paragraph 1, item 6 of the Law on Free Access to Information, was introduced
by the Law on Amendments to that Law [20], which comed into force on 17 May 2017, while the request
for free access to information was filed the day before i.e. on 16 May 2017.

Thus, it is clear that the said legal provision cannot be applied because such action would be contrary to
the constitutional principle of the prohibition of retroactive effect of the law.

3. Practice in Montenegro
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The Agency for Prevention of Corruption (APC) declared trade secret information on the
income and expenses of political parties from bank accounts used to finance the campaign for
the Parliamentary Elections in 2016 and the 2018 Presidential Elections.

Excerpt from the ruling of the Agency for the Prevention of
Corruption rejecting the access to information on the income and

expenses of political parties from bank accounts opened for
financing the Parliamentary elections in 2016

Case Study 5: Financing of election campaigns

19 Article 24 paragraph 1 of the Law on Free Access to Information prescribes “if a restriction applies to a part of information, pursuant to the
provisions of the Article 14 of this Law, the public authority shall grant access to information by delivering a copy
thereof to the applicant, after deleting the part of the information to which the restriction applies“
20 ”Official Gazette of Montenegro", No. 30/2017 of 09/05/2017
21 Article 3 of the Law on Financing of Political Entities in Montenegro stipulates that political entities may acquire funds for regular operation
and the election campaign from public and private sources, while Article 12 stipulates that the amount of funds from private sources which are
raised by the political entity for regular operation in the current calendar year may amount up to 100% of the funds belonging to it from the
budget funds.
22 Article 9, Paragraph 1, Item 1 of the Law on Free Access to Information

Political parties submit to APC reports on the
incomes and expenses of the election campaign,
that the institution posts on its website, in
accordance to the Law on Financing of Political
Entities.

In addition, all political entities are obligated to
submit to the Agency bank account balances used
for campaign financing, and these data should
match the information provided in the financial
statements.

Therefore, data on incomes and expenses, in the
form of reports of the parties, are undoubtedly
public, but the Agency has declared as a trade
secret the same information contained in a bank
account statement.

The Law on Financing of Political Entities
prescribes that parliamentary parties are mostly
financed from citizens' money  [21], which is why
it is undisputed that citizens should have an
insight into the spending of that money. In this
regard, the provision of the Law on Free Access to
Information, which prescribes that the public has
the right to , inter alia, access information on a
legal entity whose work is mainly financed from
public revenues. [22]



The Agency for Personal Data Protection
and Free Access to Information annulled
the decision of APC a year after filing the
complaint, despite the fact that they had
a legal deadline of 15 days to do so, and
as the sole reason for annulling the
decision, they stated that no harm test
had been conducted.

3. Practice in Montenegro
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Excerpt from APC ruling explaining that the data on financing of election
campaigns are secret because there are adverse consequences from their

disclosing, and that this information is publicly available

23 As in the previous examples, the Agency also referred to Article 84 paragraph 1 item 2 and paragraph 2 of the Banking Law
24 www.antikorupcija.me in section Javni registri/Pretrage za političke subjekte
25 Articles 39, 40 and 42 of the Law on Financing Political Entities and Election Campaigns

APC also restricted access to information
with their new decision because it
represented a banking i.e. trade secret  [23],
as well as due to protection of privacy of
natural persons who donated political
parties.

APC states that it conducted a harm test and
found that disclosing of the information
would constitute "a violation of the
regulations governing the method of
handling payment information and payments
from transaction accounts". In doing so, they
refer to the trade secret prescribed by the
Banking Law and the Law on the Central
Bank.

APC concludes that it refuses access to
information because there are detrimental
consequences from its disclosing and there
is no prevailing public interest to be
published, and adds "since the information
about amounts credited or debited to an
account of a political entity in the election
campaign are public data ..."

Therefore, the Agency itself does not dispute
that these data, in the format that is
published on their website  [24], are public,
but they nevertheless declare them secret.

In addition, APC claims that disclosing of
data on party donations would result in a
greater processing of personal data than
prescribed, as these data are published on
their website.
At the same time, the Agency neglects the fact that unlawful donations to political parties are subject of
investigation for the State Prosecutor's Office and court proceedings precisely on the basis of
information published by NGOs and the media, not APC.

Therefore, the Agency was obligated to conduct a public interest test and establish that these data could
contribute to detection of corruption and law violations. Therefore, there is a much greater right of the
public to know in what way the election campaigns are funded than the possible violation of privacy of
the donors due to additional processing of their data, especially because this information is publicly
available in accordance with the Law on Financing of Political Entities. [25]

The appeal procedure in which MANS challenged APC’s second decision started in early May this year
and is still in progress.
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State-owned companies declare important data about their finances trade secrets, with absurd
reasoning, even in cases where this information is already available to the public.

Thus, one company which is majority owned by the state declared its annual budgets trade secret,
stating that they contain confidential information that could negatively affect the entire
electroenergetic system, as well as investing in the stock market.

Data on shareholders in state-owned companies are also declared secret, although information on
ten largest shareholders is available to the public.

Contracts of the sale of assets from a state-owned bankrupt company are a trade secret, on the
grounds that their disclosure could jeopardize the economic interests of those companies and its
new owner.

The state fund declared the basic data trade secret, and even statistical information on lending to
private companies, including a company associated with a senior public official.

Contracts for the leasing of assets of state monopolists who claim to be thus protected from
competition are also secret.

In the end, even data on the earnings of public officials who run state-owned companies are secret,
as their disclosure would allegedly violate the company's business policy.
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3.2. Secret finances of the state-owned companies

Montenegrin Electric Transmission System J.S.C. (CGES) declared its budget in 2017 and 2018
trade secret because they contain confidential information that could negatively affect the
entire electroenergetic system, as well as investing in the stock market.

Case Study 6: Budget

CGES noted that it refused to publish this
information in order to protect trade and other
economic interests.

They state that the budget contains confidential
information whose disclosure would create
conditions for the third parties to have privileged
information in their possession, by which the
applicant would be given advantage over other
potential investors. Therefore, according to them,
the budget is submitted only to the Board of
Directors, i.e. the main shareholders.

Additionally, CGES refers to an intergovernmental
agreement between Montenegro and Italy, and a
provision of the Contract stipulating that the
business plan and annual budget shall be the basis
for managing the Company.

Based on this, CGES concludes that disclosing of
their budget "could have a negative impact not only
on CGES's economic performance, but also on the
overall electroenergetic system."

It further mentions the confidentiality of all
information related to the implementation of the
project for the construction of undersea electro-
energy interconnection, and points out that there is
no public interest in disclosing of data, while on the
other hand it could "significantly influence
potential investment, i.e. disinvestment on
Montenegrin Stock Exchange ".

Excerpt from the decision of CGES by which it declares its budget
secret and concludes that its disclosure could affect the country's

electroenergetic system



Nine months after filing the appeal, the Agency for Free Access to Information annulled CGES'
decision.

Data regarding the budget of the company that is in majority state ownership should not be secret.
Moreover, even those joint stock companies in which the state does not have ownership are obligated to
publish their finances. This was eventually done by CGES, whose financial statements can be found on the
website of the Tax Administration [26].
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26 Website of the Tax Administration https://eprijava.tax.gov.me/TaxisPortal
27 Article 14, Paragraph 1, Item 6 of the Law on Free Access to Information
28 It refers to the provision of Article 14, Paragraph 1, Item 6 of the Law on Free Access to Information
29 http://app.cda.me:81/CDA/Home/Data/165?reportViewer=pdf
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Data on shareholders of 13. jul Plantaže L.L.C, one of the largest state-owned companies,
declared trade secret.

Case Study 7: Other shareholders

However, this article stipulates that the
information about accounts of the shareholders
are secret, but not information on who owns the
company.

After all, this institution already publishes
information about ten biggest shareholders of
all joint-stock companies  [29] on its website, so
there is no reason for the information on the
remaining 20 to be classified.

When making a decision, no harm test was
conducted, so it was not determined whether
and what interest and in which way would be
jeopardized by disclosing the requested
information.

Also, the existence and significance of the public
interest was not established, instead, the access
to information was rejected by vague referring
to trade secret.

At the same time, as in several previous cases, the Agency "instructed" CGES how to hide this information
from the public and referred it to the application of a new legal provision relating to trade secret. [27] In
addition, the Agency did not find it problematic that neither the harm test nor the public interest test had
been conducted, so it did not instruct CGES to do so in renewed proceedings.

CGES then again refused the access to information by delivering new decision with exactly same
reasoning as the first time, only referring to the provision that the Agency had suggested.

Thus, in that decision as well, CGES did not conduct harm or public interest test. It also did not refer to
any specific regulation on the basis of which it declared its own budget trade secret.

Almost five months after filing a complaint against second CGES’ decision, the Agency has not
made a decision, although the Law stipulates a deadline of 15 days to decide.

Excerpt from the decision declaring information about the shareholders
of one of the largest state-owned companies classified

Central Securities Depository and Clearing Company L.L.C. Podgorica declared information about the
30 largest shareholders of "Plantaže" trade secret, based on Article 386 of the Law on Capital Market.
[28]
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30 Commercial court: Press release regarding the conclusion of the Annex of the Agreement on sale of the property of the Aluminium Plant
Podgorica L.L.C. Podgorica during bankruptcy proceedings https://sudovi.me/pscg/aktuelnosti/b-saopstenje-za-javnost-povodom-zakljucenja-
aneksa-ugovora-o-prodaji-imovine-kombinata-aluminujuma-podgorica-ad-podgorica-u-stecaju-b-5626
31 Pursuant to Article 24 paragraph 1 of the Law on Free Access to Information
32 The Investment and Development Fund was established by the Government of Montenegro by adopting the Law on Investment and
Development Fund of Montenegro L.L.C. ("Official Gazette of Montenegro No. 88" of December 31, 2009).
33 Information was requested for the entire 2018, as well as January and February 2019
34 Information was requested for the entire 2018, as well as January and February 2019
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During bankruptcy proceedings, the Commercial Court declared secret annex to the agreement
on the sale of the property of the Aluminium Plant Podgorica (KAP) to a private company
Uniprom, although some of its content had already been published in a press release.

Case Study 8: Sale during bankruptcy proceedings

The Commercial Court noted that "in this case,
it is a matter of private documents - contracts
concluded between the two companies", which
are not court documents, although they are in
its possession. That is why the court decided to
reject the request "because of the danger that
disclosing of these data would result in a
violation of trade and other economic interests
of companies that are parties to the contract,
and they represent a trade secret."

It is obvious that the Commercial Court did not
conduct a harm test in order to determine
which interests would be jeopardized and in
what way.

There is no doubt that at least part of the
information from the signed annexes to the
contracts that were published by the
Commercial Court in its press release is public
information. [30] Thus, the court could have
published part of the information requested,
and delete those that represent a trade secret.
[31]

The court also did not conduct a public interest
test to assess whether the disclosing of
information on bankruptcy of the largest public
company is in the public interest.

This is especially due to the fact that the work of
KAP has been followed by corruption scandals
for decades, and this company has returned to a
majority state ownership after the termination
of the privatization contract with the previous
owner. Immediately after the state’s return to
the   ownership   structure,     the company
 entered

Decision of the Commercial Court which declared secret data on the
sale of KAP with vague reasoning

MANS filed an appeal against this decision of the Commercial Court, but the Agency for
Personal Data Protection and Free Access to Information has not made a decision even after six
months.

Case Study 9: State loans

On the basis of its own Rulebook, the Investment and Development Fund (IDF)  [32] declared
basic information about the control of the use of loans from the Abu Dhabi Fund trade secret,
two days before the State Prosecutor's Office started investigating spending of that money. [33]

Even information on the number of conducted controls of the use of loans, as well as reports that were
made on that basis are declared trade secret. [34]

bankruptcy and during the proceedings, it is represented by an insolvency practitioner appointed by the
Commercial Court.



IDF also declared secret data on individual loans given to companies, including the company BB
Hidro, owned by the son of the state president, Milo Đukanović.
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35 Daily "Vijesti": SDT provjerava kako je trošen novac iz Abu Dabi fonda, April 12, 2019 https://www.vijesti.me/vijesti/ekonomija/sdt-
provjerava-kako-je-trosen-novac-iz-abu-dabi-fonda
36 The said Rulebook was not published in the Official Gazette, or on the IDF website, https://www.irfcg.me/me/
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IDF declared statistic information on loan
control trade secret, stating that this is
prescribed by the Banking Law, the Law on
Financial Leasing, Factoring, Purchase of
Receivables, Micro-Lending and Credit-
Guarantee Operations, as well as the Law on
Protection of Unpublished Data.

The Fund claims that the requested information
is confidential and in accordance with their
Statute and the Rulebook on state secret, as well
as loan agreements concluded with the
companies.

Finally, IDF states that disclosure of the
requested information would compromise
market competitiveness, cause adverse
consequences for the commercial and other
economic interests of the contracting parties,
which was allegedly established by the harm
test.

Such response was submitted by IDF on April
10, two days before the Special State
Prosecutor’s Office began to investigate the use
of funds from the Abu Dhabi Fund on suspicion
of misuse. [35]

However, the first two laws do not prescribe in
any article that statistical data can be declared
secret, while the Law on Protection of
Unpublished Data refers to protection of
intellectual property.

On the other hand, IDF Statute and Rulebook
are bylaws, and the requirement that the data be
declared trade secret is that it is prescribed by a
specific legal provision. Moreover, the Rulebook
on trade secret is not publicly available. [36]

IDF claims that it conducted a harm test,
however, it did not explain in its decision in
what way would the disclosure of control
statistics jeopardize any interest.

Decision of the Commercial Court which declared secret data on the
sale of KAP with vague reasoning

In its decision, IDF did not consider the public interest in disclosing information, especially bearing in
mind it could point to corruption. This is also evidenced by the fact that the State Prosecutor's Office
launched an investigation in connection with the improper spending of these funds.

Secret according to the pattern

This Fund responded in the same manner to the request to publish control reports, although in the first
case it is only about a number and in the second a much more detailed document, and disclosure of a
different type of information cannot have the same impact on the protected interest.

Thus, IDF apparently did not carry out an adequate harm test, nor did it conduct a public interest test, but
had already taken a stance that data on the use of funds from the Abu Dhabi fund should be declared
trade secret.

Secret state loans for the son of a high official
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37 According to the Global Initiative against Transnational Organized Crime report, there are allegedly warehouses in the port that are solely
used for storing smuggled cigarettes, while private companies are engaged in filling and discharging containers
https://www.vijesti.me/vijesti/crna-hronika/rat-klanova-u-svercu-cigareta-i-droge
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In their decision, IDF refers to a provision that
prescribes a trade secret, while as the protected
interest it lists the commercial and other
economic interests of the contracting parties,
i.e. the Fund and BB Hidro.

It further states that the requested contract is
signed by the Fund and the Bank, in accordance
with which it applies the provision of the Law on
Banks on banking secret.

Instead of harm test and the assessment of the
public interest, the Fund “arbitrary” concludes
that the commercial and economic interests of
the contract parties are of greater importance
than the public interest.

At the same time, the Fund did not consider the
interest of the public to gain access to
information about the state loan given to the
company of the son of the highest state official.

Excerpt from the IDF decision by which state loan to BB Hidro, owned
by Milo Đukanović's son, was declared secret in order not to jeopardize

his business interests

Case Study 10: Contracts on the leasing of state-owned companies

"Port of Bar" L.L.C. Bar declared secret the contracts on leasing of warehouses and facilities
owned by the company, claiming that this would protect competition.

The Port of Bar claims that the data are
confidential and refer to the Law on Free Zones
of Montenegro and its own Rulebook on Trade
Secrets.

However, no article of the Law on Free Zones
stipulates the secrecy of data, while the Law on
FAI requires that the authorities to refer to the
provisions of the Law in the case of trade
secrets, rather than internal regulations.
In addition, they claim that they are protecting
the interest of competition and trade secret,
while not explaining in what way those interests
would be affected by the disclosure of the
information requested.
As no harm test is mentioned, it is clear that it
was not conducted, instead the protected
interest and its significance were arbitrarily
determined.

The issue of the public interest in disclosing the
data was not considered at all, despite the
numerous accusations that smuggled cigarettes
are stored in the leased warehouses of the Port
of Bar. [37] Decision of the Port of Bar by which contracts for renting its

warehouses are declared secret in order to protect the competition



Three months later, the Agency for Free Access to Information annulled the decision of the Port
of Bar and suggested that in the repeated proceedings, the Port of Bar declare the information
secret under the new legal provision, while it did not find it problematic that neither the harm
test nor the public interest test had been conducted. [38]
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38 Article 14 of the Law on Free Access to Information
39 Article 12, Paragraph 1, Item 7 of the Law on Free Access to Information.
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Case Study 11: Consulting services

Montenegro Airlines declared consulting contracts as trade secret, including services of legal
representation, because their disclosing would cause damage to both contracting parties.

According to this state-owned company, the
information is secret because the contracts
contain a confidentiality clause. They state that
they had carried out a harm test and found
that disclosure of the information would have
adverse effects on both parties. According to
Montenegro Airlines, this could significantly
impair their business relations and damage the
company.

Therefore, they conclude that disclosure of
information would cause "harmful
consequences to the interest of Montenegro
Airlines, which is more important than the
public's interest in knowing the content of the
contracts, thus, there is no prevailing public
interest."

Montenegro Airlines does not refer to any
regulation based on which they would restrict
access to information, instead they only qoute
the harm test, without providing evidence on
its conducting.

At the same time, in addition to general
conclusion, there is no evidence that the public
interest to publish information about the
company which has repeatedly received state
aid was sufficiently taken into consideration.

Normally, disclosure of these contracts is the
obligation of Montenegro Airlines as a state-
owned company, prescribed by the Law on FAI,
which states that reporting entities shall
publish "single acts and contracts on use of
financial resources originating from public
revenues and of state-owned property" [39] on
their website.

Montenegro Airlines' decision declaring consulting contracts secret, as
it would cause more harmful consequences for the company than the

public's interest in obtaining information

Even two months later, the Port of Bar has not provided any answer. MANS has submitted a motion to
implement the Agency's decision, but without results because the procedure is not precisely prescribed
by law.

MANS filed an appeal against such decision by Montenegro Airlines, and the Agency for FAI rejected it,
stating that the substantive law was correctly applied because it referred to a new provision of the Law.
The Agency does not take into consideration the statements from the appeals pointing out that
Montenegro Airlines did not refer to a special law that prescribes information as trade secret, but rather
referred to confidentiality clause, which cannot be the basis for the implementation of the
aforementioned legal provision.



Only a year after the appeal was filed, in October 2018, the Agency for Personal Data Protection
and Free Access to Information annulled the decision of "Barska plovidba". However, seven
months later, "Barska plovidba" has not delivered a new decision. MANS initiated the procedure
for implementing the Agency's decision, but imprecise legislation allows institutions to avoid
the implementation of the law. [43]
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40 Article 9, paragraph 1, Item 1 of the Law on Free Access to Information: “ public authority shall mean a state authority (legislative, executive,
judicial, administrative), local self-government authority, local administration authority, institution, company and any other legal person
founded or co-founded by the state or in majority ownership of the state or local self-government, legal person mainly financed from public
resources, as well as well as a natural person, entrepreneur or legal person having public responsibilities or managing public funds“
41 Article 12, Paragraph 1, Item 9 of the Law on Free Access to Information
42 Data on income and property from the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption
website,https://portal.antikorupcija.me:9343/acamPublic/izvestajDetails.htm?parent=pretragaIzvestaja&izvestajId=24079
43 The issue of implementing the Agency's decision will be further discussed in a separate case study that will be published by MANS in the
forthcoming period. The essence of the issue is in imprecise legislation in the area of implementation of decisions
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Case Study 12: Earnings of the directors

The company said that the contract with the
previous executive director was adopted and
implemented as a document that represents a
trade secret, and that its public disclosure or
publication would violate the business policy
of the company.

They state that the harm test established that
disclosing of the data would have distorted
competition in the market and that the public's
interest in knowing the requested information
could not be more significant than the evident
damage that would have occurred by
endangering protected interests.

According to the Law on FAI, all companies
that are majority owned by the state [40], such
as Barska Plovidba, are obliged to proactively
publish numerous information about their
business, including a "list of public officials
and pay lists for them, as well as list of other
incomes related to exercise of public function".
[41]

Excerpt from the decision of "Barska plovidba" by which a contract with
the previous executive director is declared secret because it would

violate the business policy of the company

The state-owned company Barska plovidba declared trade secret information on the earnings of
its former executive director, which it was obligated to proactively publish on its website.

Therefore, "Barska plovidba", according to the law, was obligated to publish the information about its
executive director on its website, but they declared it trade secret.

Also, data about the earnings of the former executive director of the company cannot be secret under the
Law on Prevention of Corruption, because he is a public official who is obligated to submit a report on
income and property. [42]
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Institutions declare documents on control of implementation of the law as trade secrets, which
contain information important for detecting corruption and non-compliance with regulations,
although the law requires that in such cases there is a prevailing public interest in disclosing of data.

All official reports on the construction of the highway, the largest infrastructure project in the
history of the state, were declared trade secret, and the public's interest in obtaining this
information was not considered at all.

Data about the control of the construction of the highway in the part affecting the Tara River,
protected by international conventions and by the Resolution of the Montenegrin Parliament, were
also declared trade secret. The Inspection claims that disclosure of these data would cause greater
damage to that institution than to the public's interest in obtaining information about violation of
the law.

Central Bank of Montenegro declared data on control of the Prva Bank trade secret, ten years after
it was conducted, claiming that this could affect the economic system of the state and the growth of
cybercrime.

Public interest in publishing data was not discussed at all, although the state had given multi-million
dollar aid to this bank, and parts of the control reports which leaked to the public indicate numerous
abuses, including suspicions of laundering of money acquired by narcotics trafficking.

The Ministry of Sustainable Development and Tourism declared all reports related to the
construction of the Bar-Boljare highway, Smokovac Mateševo section, trade secret, because the
work of the Commission that drafts these reports was declared trade secret by the
Government.

3.3. Secret controls of law implementation

Case Study 13: Reports on the construction of the highway

The Ministry referred to the Decision on
the appointment of the State
Commission for Technical Inspection of
Works, which was adopted by the
Government, stating that the work of
this Commission is considered trade
secret.

Statements on the harm tests are
reduced to general referring of legal
provisions, without explanation which
interests would be jeopardized by
disclosing information and in what way.

The Ministry did not conduct public
interest test, that is, it did not determine
whether the public's interest in
obtaining information was greater than
the interests protected by this
institution by hiding data. Although the
construction of the highway is the
largest infrastructure project in the
history of the state, the Ministry did not
in any way address the public's interest
in disclosing the requested information.

MANS filed an appeal against this
decision, but even after more than a
month, the Agency for FAI has not
reached a decision.

Excerpt from the decision of the Administration for Inspection Affairs, declaring
information on the control of the construction of the highway secret



MANS filed an appeal against such decision, but the Agency for Personal Data Protection and
Free Access to Information has not reached a decision even six months later.
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44 Bridges Tara 1 and Tara 2, tunnel Mateševo and Mateševo loop, www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfAwRSCjaQI&feature=youtu.be
www.mans.co.me/zasto-se-i-dalje-kriju-kljucne-informacije-o-izgradnji-autoputa/
45 Article 23, Paragraph 2 of the Constitution of Montenegro, "Official Gazette of Montenegro" no. 1/07 of 25/10/2007.
46 Article 8, Paragraph 1 of the Law on Inspection Control "Official Gazette of Montenegro" no. 52/16 of 09/08/2016.
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The Administration for Inspection Affairs declared trade secret information on the control of
the construction of the highway in section that affects the protected Tara River.

Case Study 14: Inspection control of the construction of the highway

The Administration assessed that
disclosing inspection data prior to the
completion of the project "would not be
in accordance with the applicable
regulations and laws that designated the
project as trade secret."

In their short reasoning for the decision,
the Administration stated that if these
information were disclosed, the harmful
consequences for that institution would
occur, "and that disclosing the requested
information before the completion of the
procedure and taking of legal measures
would cause harmful consequences that
are greater than the public interest to
know, in terms of Article 17 Law on Free
Access to Information".

In doing so, the Administration does not
explain what the consequences would be,
to what specific interests, and how they
might occur.

At the same time, the Administration did
not address the public's interest in
obtaining information on the findings of
inspections in connection with the
construction of the largest project in the
history of the state, which obviously has a
negative impact on the Tara River.

At the end of last year, MANS published
footage showing the devastation of the
Tara River basin during the construction
of the highway.  [44] The river basin is
under international protection of
UNESCO, and Tara is protected by the
Resolution of the Montenegrin
Parliament.

Excerpt from the decision of the Administration for Inspection Affairs, declaring
information on the control of the construction of the highway secret

Therefore, the public interest in obtaining information on law violations and endangering the Tara River
was not considered at all by the Administration for Inspection Affairs. Also, the Administration did not
take into consideration the importance of the provision of the Constitution, which guarantees that
"everyone shall have the right to receive timely and full information about the status of the environment,
to influence the decision-making regarding the issues of importance for the environment, and to a legal
protection of these rights".  [45] Also, Montenegro ratified the Aarhus Convention which guarantees
citizens the right to access information on the environment.

In addition, according to the Law on Inspection Control, inspection control is public  [46], which the
Administration does not mention in its decision.
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47 Article 14, Paragraph 1, Items 2 and 6 of the Law on Free Access to Information
48 Article 84 of the Law on Banks
49 Article 24 Paragraph 1 of the Law on Free Access to Information prescribes "if access is restricted to a part of information, in accordance with
Article 14 of this Law, the authority shall provide access to information by submitting a copy thereof to the applicant after deleting the part of
the information to which access is restricted"
50 OCCRP: First Bank, First Family https://www.reportingproject.net/firstbank/en/
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Central Bank of Montenegro (CBCG) declared trade secret data on control of the controversial
bank Prva banka, ten years after it was conducted, arguing that this could affect the country's
economic system and influence the growth of cyber crime.

Case Study 15: A decade-old bank control report

CBCG concluded that it had two legal
basis for keeping reports on the
control of Prva Banka in 2008 and
2009 hidden from the public. [47]

First, they state that the data on
individual balance of deposits and
turnover on individual accounts of
legal entities and natural persons
opened in the bank are banking secret
i.e. trade secret, in accordance with
the Law on Banks.  [48] They further
state that the information was
declared confidential in order to
protect Montenegro's economic
policy.

In addition, CBCG claims that by
disclosing the Reports from ten years
ago, vulnerable areas of banks would
be revealed, which would allow the
competition to use that to their
advantage and take on a dominant
position in the banking market, which
would violate competitiveness and
potentially establish the monopolistic
position of some of the banks.

Statements about the harm test are
reduced to vague statement that it
was conducted and it showed that
there are numerous reasons that
these data are kept trade secret,
among other things, due to possibility
of committing criminal offenses in the
field of “cyber crime“ if the bank
account numbers were disclosed.

Excerpt from the CBCG's decision explaining that publishing ( disclosing ) a decade-
old report on the control of the controversial bank could jeopardize economic system

of the state

At the same time, the Central Bank did not consider making available the requested reports after they
had deleted personal data from them, which is one of the possibilities prescribed by the Law on FAI. [49]

Prva banka is the only bank that once received state aid in the amount of 42 million, and its largest owner
is the brother of the then Prime Minister, Milo Đukanović, who also did business with the bank in the
controversial period. According to numerous documents published by investigative journalists, the
control of Prva Banka revealed numerous violations, including the laundering of money acquired by
narcotics smuggling. [50]

In spite of all, CBCG did not conduct public interest test, and in no way did it take into consideration the
public's interest in publishing the data.
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51 In terms of Article 24 of the Law on Free Access to Information
52 Article 54 of the Law on Official Statistics and System of Official Statistics
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In some cases, the institutions formally allow access to information, but delete data from their
documents, stating that they are trade secrets. Specific examples show that in this way important
data are hidden from the public without adequately conducted harm and public interest tests.

A concrete example shows that the Central Bank (CBCG) censored statistical data on the inflow of
foreign investments and capital outflow from the country, arguing that in case of disclosing of data
from some countries, individual companies could be identified. There is no reasoning why disclosing
of this information could jeopardize companies, in whose financial statements, which are publicly
available, these data are listed, nevertheless, the Central Bank states that the protection of its own
reputation as (is) the only detrimental effect of disclosing of data.

In second example,Montenegrin Electric Enterprise AD Niksic (EPCG) formally published a contract
on import of electricity from a private company, but it deleted basic information from it, such as
price and quantity of electricity purchased. They are explaining that disclosing of these data could
distort trade and other economic interests of these companies, although ten years have passed
since the contract was concluded, as well as that there is no public interest in knowing at what
prices the state energy company imported electricity.

Excerpt from the decision of CBCG which establishes that disclosing of
some statistical data on the inflow and outflow of capital in the state

would violate the credibility and reputation of the Central Bank

The Central Bank censored statistical data on the inflow of foreign investments and capital
outflow from the country, because if the data from some countries were disclosed, individual
companies could be identified.

3.4 Deleting of trade secrets

Case Study 16: Foreign direct investments

The Central Bank claims that it conducted a
harm test that showed that disclosing of
protected data would lead to the identification
of reporting units i.e. companies, which would
reveal individual data. They state that
disclosing of data would undermine the
credibility and reputation of the Central Bank,
and there is no reasoning that any other
interest might be violated.

At the same time, CBCG concludes that it
determined that the public has no interest in
obtaining this information, because they
cannot point to corruption, violation of the law
or any other justified interest prescribed by the
Law on FAI.

In its response, the Central Bank deleted part of
the data stating that they were confidential
data relating to a maximum of three
companies.

CBCG allowed MANS access to information on inflows and outflows of foreign investments during 2017
and 2018, and at the same time decided to delete the information from the submitted response which
constitutes trade secret. [51]

This time, they refer to the Law on Official Statistics and System of Official Statistics, stating that the data
collected, processed and preserved for the purposes of official statistics are considered confidential if it
is possible to identify, directly or indirectly, the reporting units, based on those data  [52], and that
individual data are confidential and they constitute an official secret. They also state that the obligation
to keep the confidentiality of information and data is prescribed by the Law on the Central Bank of
Montenegro, and that they are marked as trade secret in accordance with the Rulebook of that
institution.
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53 Financial statements of the companies are available on the website of the Tax Administration, https://eprijava.tax.gov.me/TaxisPortal
54 Article 24 paragraph 2 of the Law on Free Access to Information prescribes that in the case referred in paragraph 1 of this Article, the part of
the information to which the restriction applies shall be marked with a note “information deleted” and a notification of the extent to which the
information was deleted (lines, paragraphs, and pages)
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Excerpt from the censored response of the Central Bank on the inflow of foreign direct investments in 2018

Provisions of the Law on the Central Bank only define in general terms that the employees of this
institutions are obligated to keep data that have been declared secret. Referring to the internal
Rulebook, as it has been mentioned several times, is not sufficient legal basis for the data to be declared
trade secret.

The Law on Statistics, which the Central Bank refers to, states that classified information can only relate
to natural persons or legal entities, which are collected for statistical purposes. However, specific
information about companies are contained in their financial statements published by the Tax
Administration. [53] Also, within the framework of the harm test, CBCG did not say that any interest of a
company would be compromised by disclosure of information.

On the contrary, the only consequence of disclosing the information stated by the Central Bank is
protection of its own reputation, which does not represent a legitimate interest whose protection allows
restricting access to information or part of the information.

Finally, in addition to failing to provide a valid basis for this, deleting of data was done illegally by
placing letters and other characters whose explanation was given at the bottom of each table, which is
not prescribed by the law. [54]

CBCG did not explain why they decided to censor the data relating to three companies, and this because
in the case of two companies, the information would be given in aggregate form, so it would not be
possible to determine precisely to which it relates.



Four months after filing an appeal against this decision, the Agency has not yet reached a
decision, despite the legal deadline of 15 days.

The Agency for Personal Data
Protection and Free Access to
Information accepted the appeal against
this decision after 20 months,
substituted appealed decision with its
own and allowed access to information
in its entirety, concluding that there is
no basis for the data to be deleted.

3. Practice in Montenegro

55 Center for Investigative Reporting, British, American and Balkan authorities look at EFT
https://www.reportingproject.net/powerbrokers/sub_country04.html
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Montenegrin Electric Enterprise AD Niksic (EPCG) formally published an agreement on
importing electricity from a private company, but deleted basic information from it, such as price
and quantity of electricity purchased.

Case Study 17: Import of the electricity

As a reason for such behaviour, it is stated
that the requested information contains
commercially sensitive data whose
disclosing could result in unfavourable
position for the contracting parties, which
would lead to a distortion of their trade and
other economic interests.

They also state that this is done in the
interest of protecting the privacy from
disclosing of information provided by the
law, which regulate the protection of
personal data, but does not indicate what
kind of information it is.

They state that the harm test was
performed, and that there is no public
interest for this information to be
published.

EPCG did not refer to any law when
determining that the requested information
was secret. Instead, they explained that
information about the price and quantity of
electricity purchased from EFT is a trade
secret, because eight years after the
contract was concluded, its disclosing
could endanger the economic interests of
both EPCG and EFT.

Apart from that, EFT was subject to several
investigations due to suspicions of
corruption in electricity trading  [55], but
the state-owned EPCG did not consider this
when assessing the public interest in
disclosing information.

Excerpt from the EPCG decision by which deleting of data was determined

However, EPCG did not deliver the requested information, instead they reached a new decision which
was same in every aspect, only referring to another legal provision. Neither in this decision, EPCG did not
specify which law was the basis for concluding that the requested data represent a trade secret, nor did it
explain which protected interest is thus protected and from what consequences.

EPCG partially adopted a request for submitting a copy of the electricity supply contract with EFT
company from 2009, but it decided to previously delete data on the price and quantity of electricity, the
amount of the bank guarantee, as well as the amount of the interest rate.



The Agency for Personal Data Protection and Free Access to Information is selective and constantly
violates the legal deadline for deciding on appeals [56], and in some cases acts after a few months,
while in others after a few years.

The Agency directs the reporting entities to apply the new provision and allows them to declare
information trade secrets, regardless of the public interest that they be published. In such cases, the
Agency does not evaluate whether the data had been declared secret based on the law, how the
harm test had been carried out, and whether there was a greater public interest or damage that may
arise from disclosure of information.

The Agency also allows retroactive application of the new legal provision in proceedings initiated
before the amendments to the Law.

The Administrative and Supreme Court concluded that institutions are not obligated to conduct a
harm test when information was declared trade secret under a special law. This means that the
issue of the right to access information is regulated by other laws which, according to courts, have a
greater legal force than the Law on Free Access to Information.

3. Practice in Montenegro

56 The Agency shall make a decision upon the complaint against a decision on the request for access to information and to deliver it to the
complainant within 15 working days as of the day on which the complaint is submitted. Article 38 paragraph 1 of the Law on Free Access to
Information
57 Daily  "Vijesti": Aco Đukanović I A2A će morati da čekaju milione, https://www.vijesti.me/vijesti/ekonomija/aco-dukanovic-i-a2a-ce-morati-
da-cekaju-milione
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Excerpt from the Agency's decision stating that the harm test did
not prove that disclosing of the information would result in adverse

consequences, and instructs EPCG to apply the new provision on
trade secret

This case study shows that the Agency for FAI first instructs the authorities to hide information
based on the new provision, then in repeated procedures does not at all take into consideration
the legality of declaring data trade secrets.

3.5. Decisions on appeals and lawsuits

Case Study 18: Trade secrets without control

In addition, they concluded that there was no
public interest because of which the information
should be published, without any reasoning.

The Agency for FAI annulled this decision and
concluded that the harm test did not prove that
disclosing of the requested information would
result in harmful consequences.

However, at the same time, the Agency
instructed the EPCG to implement the new legal
provision on trade secret in the repeated
procedure.

EPCG did so, and in the second decision it again
denied access to information and declared them
trade secrets, but this time based on the new law
provision.

In the reasoning of the decision, EPCG gives an
identical description of the harm and public
interest test, like they did in the first decision
that the Agency annulled.

Montenegrin Electric Enterprise AD Niksic (EPCG) declared secret consortium reports that estimated
the value of shares of Coal Mine Pljevlja. Based on their assessment, most shares of Coal Mine were sold
to EPCG by Aco Đukanović, brother of the President of the state, and because of that, minority
shareholders initiated legal proceedings before the court [57].

EPCG states that it refused access to information since the harm test established that these were
"commercially sensitive data in technical, legal and financial terms ...". According to the state-owned
company, by disclosing the information, "the other contracting party could have been disadvantaged and
damage would be cause to it."
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Second decision of EPCG, issued after the Agency's decision on
appeal with an identical harm test that the Agency for FAI did not

take into consideration

First decision of EPCG declaring the information secret with the harm
test for which the Agency established that it failed to prove adverse

effects

The Agency for FAI rejected the appeal as unfounded and concluded that EPCG lawfully refused access
to information because it was a trade secret.



Only after three years, in July 2018, the Agency acted on the appeal and annulled the decision
of Montenegro Airlines, although it had a legal deadline of 15 days to decide.

3. Practice in Montenegro
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Excerpt from the Agency's decision rejecting MANS's appeal to EPCG's
second decision, without mentioning the harm test

(Il)legal harm test

The Agency concluded that EPCG conducted a
harm test in accordance with the provisions
of the law.

For an identical description of the harm test,
which is stated in the first EPCG decision as
well, the Agency established that:

"The Agency Council found that the harm test,
which was conducted by the first instance
authority in accordance with the Article 16 of
the Law on Free Access to Information did not
prove that the disclosure of the requested
information would result in adverse
consequences for the other contracting party,
which could place it at disadvantage.“

Legal basis is not determined

In its decision, EPCG does not refer to the law
that prescribes that the requested
information is a trade secret  [58], but states
that the prior consent of the other contracting
party, which it did not obtain, is required for
delivering information.

The Agency does not deal with determining
the legal basis for declaring the information
secret, but only repeats the statements made
by EPCG.

Public interest not considered

Vague statement that there is no public
interest is acceptable for the Agency, without
reasoning and the assessment of the
importance of the public interest that the data
be published compared to the protected
interest.

58 According to Article 14, paragraph 1, item 6 of the Law on FAI, the access may be restricted "If the information is a trade or tax secret in
accordance with the law".

Case Study 19: The Agency retroactively applies the law
The Agency allows the reporting entities to retroactively apply the new provision in cases
where the proceedings are initiated before the amendments to the Law.

Back at the beginning of April 2015, we asked Montenegro Airlines to publish a Loan Agreement with
the First Bank of Montenegro (Prva Banka), whose return was guaranteed by the Government. The
largest single shareholder of this bank is Aco Đukanović, brother of the then Prime Minister, Milo
Đukanović.

In May 2015, Montenegro Airlines declined to publish the requested information, as the contract with
the bank contained a confidentiality clause.
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Excerpts from the Agency's decision on the appeal regarding the request submitted to Montenegro Airlines in 2015.

After that, Montenegro Airlines reached a new decision, again restricting access to information, but
referred to the new legal provision. In this decision, the state-owned company stated that the data is
trade secret because the contract with the bank contains a confidentiality clause.

59 The new provision was adopted within the Amendments to the Law on Free Access to Information, which were published in the Official
Gazette of Montenegro, No. 30/2017 of 09 May 2017. Amendments entered into force on the eighth day following the date of publication in the
Official Gazette.

Case Study 20: Incomprehensible verdicts on retroactivity

The Courts did not give a ruling on the retroactive application of the new legal provision, but
they are accepting it by implication in cases where institutions are referring to the provisions
of another law that prescribes secrecy of data.

At the end of 2015, the Statistical Office of Montenegro declared secret the monthly reports on the
prices of electricity producers, referring to the Law on Official Statistics and System of Official
Statistics.

Only after six months, the Agency reached a decision and assessed that the appeal was not
grounded, that Montenegro Airlines, in accordance with the law, restricted access to
information which represent trade secret in accordance with the new legal provision.

The new legal provision was adopted in mid-2017, two years after the initiation of this procedure, i.e.
after submitting a request to Montenegro Airlines. [59]

Since the Agency for FAI has not yet decided on the
appeal, even after more than a year has passed,
MANS filed a lawsuit in the Administrative Court.
The court did not reach a decision for nearly a year,
although it could have acted immediately, since in the
case of "silence of administration" the law is always
undisputedly violated .

Only after the Agency finally decided on the appeal,
the court reacted and asked us to declare whether we
would expand the lawsuit.

In its decision, the Agency found that the Statistical
Office "correctly applied the substantive law when it
restricted the access to information, referring to the
provision of Article 14, paragraph 1, item 6 of the
Law".

Excerpt from the Agency's decision in which it claims that the
Statistical Office referred to the legal provision adopted two

years after the Office refused access to information
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Excerpt from the decision of the Agency by which the Council
conducts the harm test instead of the Statistical Office

However, at the end of 2015, the Statistical Office
refused access to information, so it was not
possible to refer to the provision of a law that
was adopted only just in 2017.

Moreover, in its decision, the Agency Council
conducted a harm test from disclosing of
information instead of the Statistical Office, and
concluded that the data should be secret because
their disclosure would "create distrust of
partners and citizens".

Although the Constitution of Montenegro
prescribes prohibition of retroactive application
of the Law, both the Administrative and the
Supreme Court rejected MANS’ lawsuits.

The Administrative Court concluded that
"relevant regulations were properly applied", and
did not explicitly comment on the statements in
the lawsuit that the Agency for FAI retroactively
applied the legal provision relating to trade
secrets.

Instead, the court established that the data were
lawfully hidden from the public because the Law
on Official Statistics and System of Official
Statistics prescribes it.

The Supreme Court also does not deal with the
issue of retroactive application of the new
provision, but finds that the Administrative Court
provided "sufficient and clear reasons" in its
verdict. The Supreme Court also only confirms
that the substantive law was properly applied,
despite the fact that the provision, to which the
first instance body did not refer and which did not
exist at the time of the adoption of the decision,
was applied. Excerpt from the verdict of the Administrative Court rejecting the

complaint, although the proceedings were initiated two years
before the entry into force of the new provision

Excerpt from the verdict of the Supreme Court confirming the
verdict of the Administrative Court
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60 Article 16 of the Customs Law
61 Official secrets protect the interests of the state and official duties, pursuant to the Law on Classified Information and access is restricted to
them in accordance with Article 14, paragraph 1, item 2 of the Law on Free Access to Information. Contrary to that, trade secret are considered
data and documents that are according to a law, another regulation or a decision of the competent authority adopted based on the law, declared
trade secret, whose disclosure would cause or could cause harmful consequences for a company or other economic entity.

Case Study 21: Harm test suspended by other laws

The Customs Administration denied access to information, referring to the new legal provision and the
Customs Law, which prescribes that the requested information represents an official secret. [60] The
Administration states that they have performed the harm test, but do not state any specific interest that
would be endangered, instead, they conclude that the disclosure of the requested information would
represent a violation of the existing legal provisions . At the same time, the Customs Administration did
not address the issue of public interest in the information being published.

Excerpt from the verdict of the Administrative Court that establishes
that the issue of the harm test is irrelevant since the damage had

already been established by the law

The Administrative and Supreme Court found that institutions are not obligated to conduct a
harm test when information was declared trade secret under a special law. This means that the
issue of the right to access information is regulated by other laws which, according to courts,
have a greater legal force than the Law on Free Access to Information.

The Agency for FAI rejected the appeal and
concluded that the information was lawfully
declared a secret, without addressing the harm
test or the public interest test.

Such decision by the Agency was confirmed by
the Administrative Court which concluded that
the Customs Law is a lex specialis which obliges
customs officials to keep an official secret.

The Administrative Court concludes that the
damage from disclosing of data, obtained by the
customs authorities in accordance with the
Customs Law, was assessed according to
provisions of that law, and that "referring to a
harm test is irrelevant".

At the same time, the Administrative Court did
not evaluate the legality of applying a legal
provision, by the Customs Administration,
which provides protection for trade secrets in
order to protect an official secret. [61]

Such verdict is also upheld by the Supreme
Court which states that the damage from
publishing data had already been assessed by
the provisions of the Customs Service Act.

The Supreme Court concludes that because of
that, harm test prescribed by the Law on Free
Access to Information is irrelevant.

Excerpt from the verdict of the Supreme Court that establishes that
institutions do not have to conduct harm test when it is stipulated by

a special law that the information is secret
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A new legal provision that prescribes that trade secrets may be hidden from the public is not in
accordance with international standards. The practice shows that reporting entities, without
valid reasoning, declare data trade secrets, and such conduct is supported by the Agency and
courts.

Basis for declaring data trade secret

The most important issues related to the application of this legal provision concern the basis
for declaring data secret, (non) conducting of harm and public interest tests, as well as the bad
practices of the Agency and courts.

The concept of trade secret is not prescribed by the law, although there are clear
international standards, which leaves room for wide interpretation and abuse in practice.

Duration of restriction based on trade secret is not prescribed, and as a result the data of
public importance can remain hidden forever.

Legally prescribed harm and public interest test are not in accordance with international
standards, and therefore do not contribute to the reduction of misuse in declaring the
information trade secrets.

Key issues of the Law on Free Access to Information relating to a new provision protecting
trade secrets:

As a rule, while referring to the new provision, reporting entities do not refer to a specific
provision of another law which prescribes the requested information as trade secret,
although this is a condition for the application of this exception.

Reporting entities often refer to internal acts that declare information trade secret, although
it is stipulated that information shall be trade secret "in accordance with the law".

The authorities also refer to official, banking and many other secrets, while not making the
difference between trade and the abovementioned secrets, despite the fact that these are
different types of secrets for which there are different international standards.

Information is often declared trade secret, and at the same time it is determined by a degree
of secrecy stipulated by the Law on Classified Information, that does not prescribe the
concept of trade secret.

Harm and public interest test

Almost no institution delivers a harm test with a decision declaring the information trade
secret, and only some state the information on the basis of which the document in which the
test is contained can be identified.

Most institutions do not conduct a harm test or only state vague assessments, without
explanation which interests are threatened by disclosing of information and in what way.

Some reporting entities respond to completely different requests for information in an
identical way, with exactly the same reasons for which different categories of data should be
hidden from the public.

As a rule, institutions do not assess whether there is a prevailing public interest in the
information being disclosed, but only generally state that it does not exist, even when it is
obvious that the requested information falls into the category of data that is required to be
published. In practice, there has not been a case that the public authority concluded what
constitutes a public interest, and then assessed that the protected interest is more significant
and gave a reasoning for it.

No reporting entity ever conducted a public interest test that showed that data that had been
declared trade secret should nevertheless be disclosed because the public interest is
prevailing.
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Practice of the Agency for FAI and courts

The Agency drastically violates the legal obligation to decide within 15 days, and decides only
after several months or years. The practice shows that the Agency selectively acts on
complaints, because in some cases it acts more efficiently, while in some cases it takes them
years to reach a decision.

The Agency instructs reporting entities to apply the new legal provision, even in cases where
it establishes that the harm test did not provide compelling reasons for the information to be
hidden from the public.

According to the Agency's interpretation, a new legal provision can be applied retroactively,
i.e. in proceedings initiated before the amendments to the law. The Courts did not give a
ruling on the retroactive application of the new legal provision, but they are accepting it by
implication in cases where institutions are referring to the provisions of another law that
prescribes secrecy of data.

The Agency concludes that decisions, in which the reporting entities declare the information
secret without referring to a specific legal provision that prescribes such information as
trade secrets, are in accordance with the law

The Agency, as well as the Administrative and Supreme Court, consider that institutions are
not obligated to conduct a harm test if other law prescribes that the information is secret.
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